The 2009 Student Design Competition
notes from a chair ...

— u. sean vance , noma aia director & extension professor , nc state college of design / center for universal design

AWARDS FALL 2010
Rarely are there competitions that address the variety and diversity inherent in the human condition as cleverly as proposed by the
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2009 student design competition. Universal Design as an application for addressing affordable housing provides a medium between
the expanding trends of the current housing market and responsibility to the rising number of persons interested in maintaining
independence as they age, many of whom face disability. The next generation of housing designers will need to thoughtfully approach flexibility in use and adaptability for equality along with other universal design concepts for residential environments,
while assessing affordability and the ecological impact of constituent parts.

The goal of this competition—to challenge the education of the next generation of architects in logical thought processes and pursuit
of human interactive possibilities—enhances and advances the rigor in which they examine residential systems and programs. The
results of the competition produced successful and dynamic opinions on how to approach diversity in housing, and in particular diversity in urban housing. The variety of iterations, produced by the student submissions, adapted to small site conditions with constraints
commonly found in more dense urban environments, yet each student team showed their capability to present ideas as a showcased
facade and internal program relationship, applicable in non‑urban conditions, offering a positive reflection of the significant education provided at their respective institutions. I applaud the student teams and their mentors for the manner in which they equally
evaluated accessibility for persons with varying physical abilities and their manipulation of the contextual architectural character to
produce aesthetically pleasing interpretations which function within the urban setting. It is my hope that these ideas will not remain
opinions, but will, in some form, become proposals—and maybe even a means for considering changes in policy, rewarding these students far beyond the purview of this competition, helping them to express their ideals and see themselves as influential proponents a
healthier built environment.
1st place entry- Georgia Institute of Technology The winning entry creatively used gallery space as a transition space between floors,
thereby eliminating the need for an elevator; the designed ramp is used instead. They maximized the program on the site to resolve the
issue of getting from floor to floor. The integrated program of artists space and typology of family works seamlessly into a design solution. Thorough presentation of specifications of design (sustainability, affordability, and environmental impact) was well-executed.
2nd place entry - University of Florida The 2nd place entry is a well-designed project. It is a well-nurtured design solution which presented many facets of the city. While jurors were slightly discouraged by the project’s turning its back to the most prominent urban
feature, they were impressed that it still created an engaging facade, which still helped make a compelling entry.
3rd place entry - Washington University in Saint Louis A clear programmatic relation between interior spaces and the surrounding site
context made for a good entry. The jurors particularly enjoyed how entrants dealt with an urban pass-through contained as a relationship between the project and the neighboring site conditions.

Jurors appreciated the entrants’ abstract consideration of ideas relevant to exposing interior program elements to changing ecological conditions and sustainable opportunities.

4th place entry - Cornell University

I would like to thank my fellow jurors, Chris Hinton, Lee and Michael Willis, for their inquisitive evaluation of the many presentations.
Their perceptive questioning of the students’ design processes and environmental benefits offered the students educational development and insight for conveying architectural thought, whether or not work ultimately placed in the competition. We all benefit from
such responses as we continue to challenge the issues of our modern time.
Future competitions within NOMA will be even more successful by continuing to face the challenges associated with creating better
solutions for housing around the globe, whether transitional, advance market rate, or disaster relief housing; mindfully ensuring that
designers make it accessible and responsive to the human condition. By bridging the variety of social disruptions—culturally, physically, and cognitively—our future architects will spring forth from an appreciation of transitional human dynamics embedded within
a design agenda that broadens this prospectus, rather than focuses on a particular user group. In particular, their positive perspective
will benefit from the continued exploration of the growing needs associated with appropriate housing solutions, armed with the understanding that the largest percentage of waste in the built environment is related to the housing industry, and therefore, architectural
participation in affordable, accessible housing has never been more necessary. 
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At the outset of my term as president of NOMA, I delivered a message in which I urged you all to choose
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an outlook of hope over the prevailing alternatives of “shock, disbelief, concern, stress, and of course,
fear”. Almost two years later, those words of encouragement in the face of uncertain times might seem
to some to ring hollow. If you have lost your job, how can you not be afraid of material loss? If you
have managed to remain employed, does a day go by when you don’t feel some stress or worry about
security and stability?

If you are a firm-owner, well, I’ve been there, and so can attest to the burdens that accompany you every
waking moment. And yet I would contend that some degree of fear can be healthy when harnessed and
used as an engine to motivate us to action. If, on the other hand, we allow fear to pervade our psyche, then
instead of keeping our attention focused on what lies in front of us, we can be too easily distracted by what
is behind us. Indeed, what we have lived through since the time of my message of hope has been unprecedented in our lifetime. However, notwithstanding the impact that the economy has had on architects in
general – and in particular, on architects-of-color, I remain upbeat and hopeful for what I see ahead on the
horizon. I believe that our future wellbeing as a profession lies in our ability to exhibit flexibility and innovation based upon how we are uniquely trained to think and problem-solve.
So then, when the nation emerges from what has become an all-out economic crisis, where will we architects wind up in the order of relevance and importance to our fellow citizens? As our traditional clients
have had to find ways to do the same, or more with less, we are left to wonder whether the value in all that we
have contributed historically to the shaping of the built environment will be lost. The emergent economy
will present a broad spectrum of challenges, including how to transform our country into a leader in environmental, economic, design, and by no means of lesser importance, social sustainability - challenges
that will be best addressed by teams that include architects as key members. The question on an individual
basis is, are you willing and able to evolve in how you view yourself as an architect and, or design professional? Convincing clients and others of the value we bring can be aided by expanding the proverbial box
into which we have traditionally allowed ourselves to be placed, or even by climbing completely out of that
box. The key to the survival, if not prosperity of our profession moving forward lies in our ability to redefine our role to have far greater relevance to the broader society than what we have limited ourselves to in
the past.
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I am not suggesting that the core of who we are as architects is flawed, or requires fundamental change
in order for our profession to continue in a viable way. What I am putting forth is the notion that we find
opportunities for empowerment in areas that fall outside the boundaries of traditional practice. By doing
so, we will assure that architects, with our particular sensibilities and approaches, will shine along side of
our collaborators. Through our particular way of engagement, we will display the power of who we are and
how we think about our world.
Back to why I am hopeful: In a word, YOU are why. NOMA, while modest in numbers, continues to grow in
the impact we are having on everyone from our young people and residents of distressed communities,
to policy-makers and leaders within the mainstream of the profession. Our accomplishments have come
solely as a result of the passion and commitment of members like you. As I near the conclusion of my twoyear term as president of NOMA, I am humbled by my fellow members, and privileged to have been out in
front during such challenging times. The fact that NOMA’s numbers, as well as the recognition we have
received for our deeds have only grown over this time gives me great satisfaction. What we have been able
to accomplish in the midst of lean economic times serves to affirm that my service within, and advocacy on
behalf of this great organization will continue beyond the end of my tenure as president. I want to encourage each and every one of you to join me in pledging to be active members of NOMA, as we play an increasingly important part in redefining the role of “the architect” to ensure greater relevance to all of our fellow
citizens in all of our communities. 
— r . steven lewis, noma , aia
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NOMATTERS
The New Tradition Of Service

NOMA
Design Excellence Awards

— kimberly dowdell , associate aia , noma , leed ap

— renee kemp -rotan, urban designer , noma

The 2nd Annual NOMA Service Project confirmed the notion that our volunteer work

In 2008, when I served on a NOMA Professional Design Awards Competition Jury, the

in under-served communities is critically important to both our members and all of

NOMA Conference was in Disney World and I almost did not make it back to the Confer-

those whom we seek to serve. Given the fact that we found value in the first service

ence Hall to host the Design Awards. I had gone to Cirque due Soleil to be inspired and

project and continued our work for a second year, I am proud to officially announce

was escorted to that event by the only African American male Architect at the circus. He

a brand new tradition that NOMA has taken on in response to the growing need for

was dappered down in a tuxedo and I was in a ball gown. (He knows who he is.)

design thinking in disinvested communities.

Some in the Cirque audience may have thought we were part of the act, but we had really
dressed for one of the biggest design award banquets in the nation--the NOMA Professional Design Awards. We came from the circus mesmerized by Cirque’s imagination,
but knew full well that someday NOMA would sponsor a category for ‘Design Visionaries’, so that African American architects could play, color and paint outside the lines of
the typical client contract. In 2009, we got our wish.

Initiated in 2008, the annual NOMA Service Project was intended to make better use of
our collective time in each of the cities where the national NOMA conference is hosted.
The question was posed, “Why isn’t NOMA doing more to have a meaningful impact on
these places beyond simply spending time and conference dollars?” With that in mind,
we developed a plan to renovate a building that houses an after-school tutoring program
on Washington, D.C.’s SE side, during our 2008 conference. NOMA partnered with HOK,
Howard University, Capital Property Development and Greater DC Cares to deliver a renovation that made the tutoring facility a more inspiring, productive and safe environment for student development. Building off of the successes and lessons learned from
that experience, we continued the tradition of service in St. Louis the next year.

In 2009 the NOMA Design Jury of Robert Theel, AIA (GSA);David Harmon, NOMA, AIA
(DKA) and I would be inspired by a host of fantastic projects and a brand new NOMA
Professional Design Awards category…that of design Visionary. That new Visionary category allowed jurors to examine both ‘the memorable and the mystical’ as our best talent
showed its ability to create new environmental landscapes using new media in highly
interpretive ways. NOMA’s increased attention to environmental issues this time also
meant that many NOMA submissions now boasted: Leed Silver; Leed Gold; FEMA Earthquake Resistant and FEMA Flood Resistant responses with one project fully describing
water conservation and energy challenges throughout its entire program and site.

In 2009, NOMA’s Service Project was slightly different than our inaugural project because we identified a new need to be addressed in St. Louis. The South Side Day Nursery
(SSDN) had ambitions to build a new facility to house their early childhood education program. They were also in need of master planning services for their site, which spanned
two city blocks on the South Side of St. Louis. In response to this expressed need, NOMA
assembled a team and again partnered with HOK (led by Jaki Jefferson) to organize and
host a design charrette. The project involved gathering SSDN stakeholders to better understand their vision as well as their specific needs in relation to the facilities challenges
that they are facing. The charrette also included 3rd-year architecture students from
Washington University of St. Louis, led by their professor and HOK architect, Valerie
Greer. The academic perspective and the thoughtful input of the students added a very
enriching dynamic to the discussions. Overall, the project was about challenging SSDN
to use design as a tool for thinking about how to optimize their programs and plans for
expansion. NOMA was honored to be apart of their process and all participants learned
from the experience.

NOMA brass also decided that jurors could vote for the following: built, unbuilt, urban
design and interior design projects that truly celebrated the breadth and depth of minority talent in the design arts. In 2009, eighteen submissions were judged on their relationship to context; neighborhood impact; relationship to site; responsiveness to program/
use; clarity of spatial organization; evidence of cultural identity and expression.
Please also note that NOMA DESIGN AWARD submissions are always identified by
number and not by letter. Thus, NOMA DESIGN AWARD submissions are anonymous
and the NOMA Jury gets no titles of firms or names of principals. Submissions are reviewed by project type, only. So, during the course of one day, three jurors judged eighteen projects that ranged from community centers, reading centers, student centers,
libraries, train stations, monuments, museums, urban design, interiors, new construction, adaptive re-use and eco-buildings to built and un-built competition entries. Projects included: a Center for Human Rights, a Museum for Buffalo Soldiers, a National
African-American Museum, a University Athletics Center, a Firefighters Hall; a Circus
Marquee and Lobby; an African Burial Ground and many other projects that captured
our imagination. Read on to find which projects were selected and what the NOMA Jury
really had to say… 

Why does it matter that a group of outsiders annually converge on a different neighborhood in an effort to leave a positive imprint through design service? I’m glad that you
ask - it matters because this group is equipped with a unique set of skills coupled with
a strong commitment to serve under-resourced communities and the environments in
which they live, work and play. This group is NOMA. Our efforts matter because we have
the opportunity to set the stage for community improvement projects everywhere we
convene. As we continue the tradition and prepare to deliver a third service project for
the Boston NOMA Conference, we realize that while our work is not of substantial size,
our aim is to really plant the seeds for substantial impact in the future. 
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2009
DESIGN EXCELLENCE CITATION
Un-Built Category

firm // moody nolan, inc .

Center For Civil And Human Rights

2009
DESIGN EXCELLENCE CITATION
Built Interior Design Category

firm // hamilton anderson associates

project// center for civil and human

project// cirque du soliel - criss angel

rights /design competition

believe - at luxor hotel and casino

location // atlanta , ga

location // las vegas , nv

The Center for Civil and Human Rights

The NOMA Jury ‘flew’ from Atlanta to Las

in Atlanta, Georgia—is an un-built com-

Vegas

petition entry that did not win; but, for

entry. This project is the re-design of an

the NOMA Jury, “It emerges as a literal

entry sequence in an existing theatre at

‘groundswell’ idea.” This Human Rights

a famous Las Vegas Hotel and Casino in

Center has outdoor green space that

conjunction with the debut of the new-

stretches across its surface and inte-

est permanent performance art produc-

rior conference spaces that tuck neatly

tion involving mysticism.

to ‘envision’ the next winning

beneath its earth-bermed lips.

It oozes across the natural landscape
as one single organic tissue that drapes
itself over a man-made underground
museum. Though ‘force and counterforce’ were once political descriptions
applied to the civil right movement, this
entry speaks, ecologically through a
well-organized matrix that describes the
‘forces and counter-forces’ of wind, sun
and site orientation.
This bold proposal pushes and pulls itself
across Atlanta’s landscape to come lovingly to rest between some of Atlanta’s most
gargantuan icons of culture. It wedges
its own complex program between the
new 200,000SF Georgia Aquarium and
the $200 million dollar Philips Arena. It
nestles itself on the lap of the Atlanta’s
central business district where it ‘parks’
full stop to come to rest near Atlanta’s
Olympic Park..
It is a park within a park. Indeed, if ‘green
is the new black’ then this civil rights site
proposes a series of quiet sanctuaries that
protect it from the elements and a bevy of
underground galleries that manipulate
subterranean rays to illuminate its, dark
corners, most brilliantly. This building’s
thoughtful “mountain-high, valley-low”
urban design appeal presents new ecoopportunities for energy efficiency. Its
attention to ecological detail is evidenced
through its many ‘process’ drawings that
make ‘sustainability in the public realm’,
the new civil right. 

The $3.5M project began in October 2007
and opened for the public in October
2008. Project scope includes a 6,000 SF
Box Office and Retail Store; a 14,500 SF
Bar/Lounge and pre-function Area.
This submission was merely an entrance
sequence to a major theatre event with
box office, entrance lobby and marquee.
Simple enough. But this design team
made grand thematic impact by creating
a multiple series of “looking glasses” that
refracted and reflected images to jumpstart your admission to a major Las Vegas
show: The Cirque du Soliel Believe Show
with Chris Angel.
The narrative of the production parallels Lewis Carroll’s classic literary work,
“Through the Looking Glass,” as both
works of art follow a protagonist’s journey into a whimsically absurd alternate
reality. Thresholds between levels of certainty as a literary premise inspired the
architect to consider a similar perception
when designing the tangible space of journey into the actual theatre experience.
The NOMA Jury was amazed at the
number of media interventions that reinforced the thematic story line. Magic
was everywhere…the use of ‘smoke and
mirrors’ up and down the hallway walls;
the use of color in the red and purple
haze; double exposed photographs of
both Chris Angel and the Magic Circus
Rabbit. A real vision for a virtual Alice
in Wonderland experience from entry to
marquee. 
NOMA MAGAZINE
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2009
DESIGN EXCELLENCE CITATION
Built Category

Marcus Garvey Houses Community Center/

2009
DESIGN EXCELLENCE CITATION
Built Category

125 Mason Street Apartments

firm // caples jefferson architects pc

firm // michael willis architects

project// marcus garvey houses

project// 125 mason street apartments

community center /

location //san francisco, ca

location // brooklyn, ny (built 2009)

new construction)

Kudos to a new community center in the
middle of existing 1970’s housing project in Brooklyn. This building is infill to
an existing housing development that
transforms a former hard dirt court
and dog run into a new and secure
community space. With a construction
budget under $4 million this firm managed to design a community center with
multipurpose rooms for exercise, community gatherings, classrooms, offices
and kitchen.

Outdoor space includes protected inner
courtyards for safe play, a basketball
court, planted groves, seating for seniors, and linear playground space for
toddlers and children with walkways
for through-block pedestrian traffic. To
provide security the protected interior
spaces are a series of inner and outer
courtyards both separated and defined
by the building’s glassy corridors, a safe
and welcoming structure that provides
a well programmed anchor to a troubled
neighborhood.
A real jewel nestled in the bowels of a
1970’s public housing project. A small
building. Tiny but noble. Rarely does an
architect put this much passion and quality into low-income environments with
such success. Thoughtful praiseworthy-- a building that offers much love for
design and much love for community. 

(built 2008,

downtown high rise worker housing

Because dignity in the American Dream
has always meant “home ownership”,
sometimes just sometimes the American
Dream needs to be re-thought. Thus, this
project in San Fran clearly blasts our
traditional assumptions about affordable housing... All workers and their
families need adequate housing and a
dignified home. As Chinua Achebe would
say, “If we do not honor the building of
family first —‘soon things fall apart’.

The NOMA Jury thanks this team for housing a work force community in such a vital
and dignified manner. We thank you for
housing a nonprofit sponsor that serves
meals to 75,000 people per year. We thank
you for housing efficient use of materials
to provide top-flight rental homes in such
an affordable way. We thank you for housing “ the upgrade” for 81 families, in one
bedroom to four bedroom units, providing 260 units of housing per acre!
We thank you for housing four high rise
towers that have ‘good sense enough’ to
step back from the street. We thank you
for stepping-up the dialogue about housing the low-income worker.. We thank you
for your robust commitment to affordable
housing as an essential component of the
public realm.
This project brings beauty and dignity to
the rental housing market for the average
worker. This project brings program costs
down, too. So, we thank you for your use of
recycled materials; for the 92% efficiency
in hot water heating for energy conscious
appliances; and for recycling 90% of the
waste from the construction site. Even
today after decades of subsidized private
homeownership, publicly owned rental
housing forms a small but important portion of the all-American housing market.
We need to celebrate that reality with the
design of more cutting- edge, affordable
housing such as this, nationwide. 
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2009
DESIGN EXCELLENCE CITATION
Built Category

Bishop James A. Griffin Student Center, ODU/

2009
DESIGN EXCELLENCE honor
Built Category

firm // moody nolan, inc .

firm // aarris architects

project// ohio dominican university

project// the african burial ground

bishop james a . griffin student center

memorial

location // columbus , oh

location //new york , ny

This new 82,000 square foot Student

In 1991, while the US General Services

center provides a new iconic gateway

Administration was planning to build a

for an expanding Campus. Designed to

federal office tower — human remains

be the university’s new public face, the

were accidently uncovered. The African

new Student Center provides the visual

Burial Ground is considered to be one

connection between the campus, the

of America’s most significant archaeo-

community and nature. The NOMA Jury

logical finds of the 20th century. It is

called this entry—“Peek-aboo-Street”.

this country’s oldest and largest urban
African cemetery and the final resting

The building has formal and visual interest as it satisfies the interior building
program but connects grand volumes of
space through its use of transparencies,
vistas and dazzling sculptural forms
that can be appreciated by viewers on and
across campus. This building was planned
to resonate with energy and to heighten
intellectual curiosity about what buildings are and what they can become. This
building is meant to “see and be seen”
by passersby and thus can be filled with
students and surrounded by them as well.
The building is a fortress that becomes
its own defensible space as students chat,
workout, eat, study and look out for one
another at this home away from home.
Upon entry, the eye can see through gathering spaces, past lounges, across cafes,
beyond the terraces to the ravine outdoors. The open nature of the floor plan
combines with the natural light from
clerestory windows to allow continuous
connection between the interior and
exterior.
A series of communal gathering spaces
and the connection between the student
center and alumni hall lends great spatial
opportunity for large crowds at speaking
engagements and graduations. The articulation of the architecture and the use
of glass connections between these two
massive buildings make transition easy
on the feet and easy on the eye. For students working out and going for the gold,
this building is a hit. On campus, this
building is the first to achieve a rating of
LEED GOLD. 

place for more than 20,000 enslaved and
free Africans.

The design was chosen from a pool of 61
entries determined by National Competition in 2005 . Rodney Leon, was the spiritual guru behind the design thinking;
and Aaris Architects provided the construction drawings.
For the jury, this submission fully activated the poetics of culture, with beauty
beyond language, in lyrical mystical
ways that transformed and transcended
simplicity. This classic monument with
its wall for remembrance, its zone of internment, its memorial wall, its ancestral chamber, its circle for the Diaspora;
its libation court; its prevalence of ritual
—transcends all words and many worlds.
The Memorial is a monument to be reckoned with and touched. It is a place to act
out, pray in and offer up. It encourages
silent reflection and physical engagement. It transcends the symmetrical
through its syncopated manipulation
of the plan. It is at once--juju, gumbo,
voodoo, jazz. It awakens our ‘soul’ portals to suggest that: 1) The ancestors are
not sleeping; 2) The ancestors are always
with us.3) We shall always give praise to
our ancestors for this memorial to ‘blood
memory’. Ashay. Ashay. Ashay. 
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2009
DESIGN EXCELLENCE CITATION
Student Awards Program

The 2009 National Organization of Minority Architects (NOMA) conference in St. Louis,
MO was one of the best experiences of my life. As corny as that may sound, I sincerely
mean it. As a first time attendant of the conference and a first year architecture student, I went from a spectator to a national board member within a matter of hours
and my life hasn’t been the same since.

fou rth

washington university in saint louis

t h ird

Fall of 2008 was the first time I heard of NOMA. My school’s chapter, at Cornell University, won first place in that year’s student design competition at the Washington, DC
conference. The school was so proud of this accomplishment. The school’s architecture
department printed out 3’ X 8’ posters that covered an entire hallway displaying photographs of the work from the conference. I was amazed by the work that was completed by
my fellow classmates and decided to join the following year.

cornell university

georgia institute of technology

FIR ST

2009
DESIGN EXCELLENCE CITATION
Student Awards Program
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In the fall of 2009 I joined the National Organization of Minority Architecture Students
(NOMAS) as I was in the process of changing my major from Urban and Regional Studies
to Architecture. This was my most academically challenging semester and being part of
NOMAS made it even more challenging. However, after attending the conference in St.
Louis and participating in the student design competition, all of the sleepless nights
were well worth it.
Being at the conference was a bit overwhelming because it felt like I was being propelled
out of Urban Studies and into Architecture without any preparation. However, at the
conference I was able to see the world of architecture beyond the studio because I was
able to meet other students, attend workshops, and hear practicing architects speak
about their various experiences.
The student design competition was one of the biggest highlights of the 2009 conference. There was a great competitive spirit between the students from the various architectural institutions. It was great to see how one prompt could generate so many
different projects. Each group approached the scenario of designing a home for an immigrant family migrating to St. Louis, MO from Colombia and every entry tackled this
scenario in a unique way. I was fortunate enough to present my school’s project along
with two other members. I had never presented at a design competition before but I had
previous public speaking experience. It was nerve wracking but exciting to present the
work that we had toiled over profusely for weeks. It was extremely rewarding to present
our project because it meant that my fellow members respected me and felt that I was a
great representative for my school.
The other big highlight of the conference is when I was chosen to be the new Co-Student
Representative for the NOMA National Board. It has almost been a year since I have
served as a student representative and I attended board meetings and events in New Orleans, LA, Atlanta, GA, and Miami, Fl. Between traveling throughout the United States
and acquiring new leadership responsibilities I have learned so many lessons about the
field of architecture and more importantly myself. My love for architecture has grown
stronger and my appreciation towards NOMA increases everyday. Being part of NOMA
has allowed me to experience the pedagogy, practice, and business elements associated
with architecture. These are valuable lessons that I may have never learned if I hadn’t
been associated with this organization.  iBoston and can’t wait to share my experiences with everyone there.

